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Abstract

The goal of this study is to analyze the role of curriculum in developing a creative nation. One of the national education goal is make the student be creative and self help. National ciriculum has important role to reach this goal. Some barriers have been happening nowdays. The barriers are: curriculum overloaded, evaluation system focus on cognitive domain, apply LKS (student work paper) much, teacher still use conventional method. This condition caused student and output be passive, not creative. Creative student can solve the problem, have many alternative in finding solution, able to think analytic, think flexible,and curiosity Curriculum which had made must be oriented to the student development. Suggestion, government have to make curriculum that not overloaded and stop practice national examination. By simple curriculum, teachers have time to develop materials, so they can practice Student centre learning correctly, and they aren’t much depend on LKS. If teacher creative, student and output will be creative too. Finally it reflect in building creative nation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Indonesia's Human Development Index (HDI) is very low. According to the United Nations Development Programme, HDI Indonesia in 2011 at number 124 out of 187 countries surveyed (UNDP: 2011), ratings are down from rank 108 in 2010. It happened to Global Competitiveness Report 2011-2012 is seen the ability to compete at the global level in 2012 Indonesia at the ASEAN countries rank 7, and in global competitiveness index, from 46th position in 2011 decrease to 50th in 2012. (Bappenas: 2012) In addition quality of education in Indonesia this year is very poor. Based on the analysis of the world education agencies (UNESCO:1011 ), the quality of the teachers Indonesia ranks last of the 14 developing countries in Asia Pacific. That position puts Indonesia under Vietnam the newly independent a few years ago. Reading ability, Indonesia was ranked 39 of 42 countries in the developing world.

This position shows the quality of human resources in Indonesia and Indonesia competing power at the world level is still low. This needs to be a concern of educators and education in Indonesia. The data presented above to evaluate what factors cause the material. The question that arises is why there is the quality of education in Indonesia has always been at a low level. What happens in the national education system.

The purpose of education is defined guidance for educational policy makers and implementers. An important component that hone the quality of human resources in the schooling system is curriculum. The curriculum is the lifeblood of the national education system. In the curriculum there is a core component of the learning materials, learning activities, methods, and systems evaluation. All of it was planned and implemented in accordance with the outline of the teaching plan, and then evaluated. Although the curriculum changed many times, but still refers to the orientation of national education goal.

The national education system is a whole education components are interrelated and influence each other. Article 3 of the 20 education law in 2003 declared a national education serves to develop skills and form the character and civilization of a dignified nation in the context of the intellectual life of the nation, aimed at developing students' potentials in order to be a man who is faithful and devoted to God Almighty, noble, healthy, knowledgeable, skilled, creative, independent, and become citizens of a democratic and accountable.

In line with the national education goals that one form of creative beings, in this era of science and technology development requires people to be creative, innovative, and productive in order to solve the problems of daily life in micro and macro is the leading man of quality and able to face the challenges of the times.

The fact that occurs in the field of education between the process and the resulting product is not in line with the quality of human resources that meet the criteria of the component's purpose. Resources are less able to compete, in various areas of life with neara other countries. Children Indonesia was only able to control 30% of the material, and it turns out they are very difficult to answer the questions in the form descriptions that require reasoning. This is probably because they are so used to memorizing and doing multiple choice questions. (Reuters, 2012)

What has been done in our national education system? In the education system is composed of components to support the national education system include: curriculum, teachers, students, infrastructure, facilities, methods,
learning resources. The curriculum is well positioned with the most basic national education goals, because it acts as a pulse and operational elaboration of national education goals. Content and curriculum implementation process should be synchronized between the umbrella provided to be achieved by the practice of educational learning.

Of the conditions noted above, it is cold in this paper examines the influence of the national education system (curriculum) to the formation of quality nation. Moreover, how the role of the curriculum in the influence on the formation of a nation that competitively and creatively.

2. DISCUSSION

This phenomenon is happening in education today is the fact that: 1) students learn to race in counseling to deal with the competition in high school and college. 2) school (teachers and principals) compete to do “all the way” so that schools get 100% completion because it involves the reputation / credibility in the eyes of the public school and the school aid fund, 3) determination of minimum competency capability (KKM) is the average school average achievement rate 7.5 although in reality it is questionable; 4) learning culture that many use the worksheet. 5) Actors education is considered as an object, not as a subject of education.


Although for nearly sixty-three years of independence we know 4 times the education law, but until now we know 8 times the curriculum. Likewise we know beberpakali evaluation system to the National Examination system. (UN)

According Sarjito (2008) seems to present changes to the third aspect of the education law, curriculum and examination system is still not much effect in a model of education and the school as a center of learning and acculturation and intelligence. In fact this opinion is correct, because the domain is honed only limited cognitive and domination was cognitively evaluated.

2.1. The curriculum does not integrate the three domains

Practice to achieve national education goals is through the measure of value or performance figures. Developed educational orientation as above is to focus on the cognitive domain. Affective and psychomotor domains are considered less important. Such orientation resulted in students not getting the whole package of the education system. The curriculum does not integrate the three elements reflect the domain of Bloom. Limited the ability of students to know and understand, the element of thinking and application application action is still a gap. The result is the fact that the quality of the nation's happening Indonesia shows a declining trend.

Kunandar (2009) stated the planning and implementation of the curriculum include the domains of cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. In the life of the students will face the reality of life, if the learning process much dominated by grinding or cognitive elements, then the child only has one skill that is able to think not only able to do, be able to think but dry of appreciation. A person can only be said to be complete if it is able to integrate knowledge on life, able to solve problems, be able to adapt in the face of all the problems of life. Domains are affective and psychomotor. Both domains are still important to be owned by the student. Because students are not free merely to know and understand, but it must be lived knowledge, students will have a positive attitude, will be a daily behavior of learners day. If only have cognitive elements, then how is he going to creative, innovative, productive, and competitive?

The process of affective and psychomotor domains of learning can be implemented to all subjects. It should be considered is the selection of delivery methods domain so it can be transferred to the student. For science subjects, can be selected and developed methods such inquiri and experiential learning and others. The importance of the use of the method is the opportunity to contribute to the thought process of discovery, and contribute to the liveliness of the student process their findings were guided by the teacher. (Riyanto, 2009)

If a student has three domains clearly, then the product the students will demonstrate the ability of the piece. Going forward after graduate education has intelligence, values, and skills to the expectations of the national education goals. Developments in science and technology in the era of information technology, requires every person should have the creativity to live a life.

Children of primary school age and secondary schools still require the development of other elements of the affective and psychomotor domains. If students are bombarded with sharpening cognitive effort only to charge excessive, few material resources development capabilities, ahirnya children only solve the problems without having a divergent thinking process. While divergent thinking was necessary for the development of one's creative thinking. (Suhrarni, 2005)

Divergent thinking is a process-oriented thinking to the discovery that many answers or alternatives. For example, what are the uses of old newspapers? answer can vary, for example: food packaging, book covers, kites,
paintings made from pieces of old newspapers, bedding, and much more use of old newspapers. While convergent thinking oriented towards the good or right answer as required by the exam in general. (Guilford, in Suharman, 2003:377)

Divergent thinking are closely related to creative thinking. Why divergent thinking is considered very closely with creativity? To generate creative ideas (novel and useful) will involve thinking fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration.

2.2. Overloaded Curriculum

One of the problems facing our education is the problem of lack of learning. In the process of learning, children are less encouraged to develop the ability to think. The learning process in classes geared to the child's ability to memorize information; brain children are forced to memorize and hoarding of information without charge to understand the information that he remembered it to connect with everyday life. How is the result? When children leave school, they are clever in theory, but they are poor applications.

The quality of a nation can not be separated from efforts in achieving national education goals. National education goals is one of them creates a creative man. Build the nation's human resources are needed to make a human being creative, productive, and innovative. Developed nation characterized delivered many innovatives and productive work and have the power of competition.

The curriculum provides space for students to think more freely, not depressed, and wide, so that they can be divergent thinking, broad, reasonable, able to develop alternative, able to solve the problem. Original, innovative and productive. (Nasution, 2003)

According Soedijarto (2008), in fact education should provide space / conditions for students so that they may be able to provide space awareness to students through a fun, open and unfettered, not monotonous and rigid. Educational intrinsically cultural transformation advanced and modern. Current curriculum is excessive emphasis on results, and not on the learning process. Consequently, the main goal, the results are considered more important than the process.

The curriculum is made notice tarap development of learners in order not to be a burden. School is a fun place for the students when the material is presented in a fun way, they are involved in the learning process, so do not feel bored when students follow the learning process. The advantage they gain knowledge and they are happy. (Nurkancana, 2001)

About aspects of that development can be distinguished several opinions, including: Bigot, Kohnstam, Pallan in Nurkancana (2001:24) argues individuals consisting of physical aspects, psikhis and motion. Psikhis aspects include the introduction of (cognitive), feelings (affective), and desire (konasi). While aspects of the motion include: reflexes, instincts, skills, and habits. Cognitive Domain: include observation, feedback, fantasy, memory, thinking. Affective domain include: feeling Heavens, biological, and rokhaniah. Domain konasi include: passion, lust, desire, will, conscience.

All levels of this age need to be attentive in making concerning curriculum content, teaching methods, and evaluation. The overall effect of these on educational products. If teachers enough time to develop because of the burden of subject matter is not too much, then the teacher can have the opportunity to use contextual methods vary. In addition, the use of worksheets can be reduced as much as possible. Addressing students' mastery of the material by applying contextual and varied. (Dimyati, Mujiono, 2006)

So far what we have done to future generations through the education system that they receive at school. Indonesia has weighed curriculum students with a set of presentation of the subject matter with very heavy weights when measured to the level of students at each grade level and level of education. Students must master the heavy load in a short time. Is that evaluated cognitive elements of the students only have to declare it a comeback. One is said to have an intelligent thought structures that could receive another scholarship from a variety of perspectives view. This way of thinking is linear only child so that if there is a problem either on the job or anything else in life could not finish with the best option, but take a narrow linear.

2.3. The existence of the National Examination system

Final evaluation of education is a right held by the teacher. Was Master who knows all of the students concerning the development of the three domains of cognitive abilities, affective, and psychomotor. If there are other determining factors outside the teacher regarded as a deviation from the right teachers and the right of students to get a true assessment. Assessment should at least pay attention to four things: (1) Assessment of education intended to assess students' learning outcomes either overall cognitive, affective, and psychomotor (2) The results of educational assessments used to determine student achievement of competencies that includes three domains. (3) Assessment conducted by educators primarily intended to increase academic achievement and personal development of students. (4) The assessment carried out repeatedly and continuously to obtain more accurate data as the basis of decision-making on the level of achievement in the three domains it.
Whistles national exam every year are not reflected in the output generation produces competitively graduation, independent and creative. Anxiety individual teachers and principals as well as the expression of the following facts ".... that the National Examination (UN) has hampered the realization of quality education and justice in Indonesia. Istigasah phenomenon that made nearly all schools in Indonesia shows that psychiatric conditions principals, teachers and students feel threatened by the failure of UN fears that will be conducted ". (ICW, July, 2012).

Besides determining the graduation formula in UN policy still is not touching the surface and the core issues, especially related fraud is massive and systematic implementation of the UN. This is a bad practice and destructive patterns of thought and morality in education away from the purpose of education itself.

Above facts indicate that the education system such event repeats every year should not happen because it is highly inappropriate in education. The world of education was instrumental to the establishment of the quality of the nation. Not the fear and anxiety that develops. It is not well in the education process to the students. The device is considered as an educator and school objects in the national education system. Organization of the Indonesian Teachers Association play little role in this regard. Products affected pegaruh pendidikannya. The proof after completing his education many unemployed, cultured apply, confused and berputus asa.Inilah portrait of berpenaruh national test of the quality of the nation. Finally extend the range of ranks of job seekers.

A study by Sharon L. Nicols, V. Gene Glass, and David C. Berliner against test data NAEP (the National Assessment of Educational Progress) in 25 states in the United States (Techniques, 2006) The study did not find strong evidence to suggest that the pressure test used to measure the success of students and schools actually improve academic achievement students. That is, the national exam is not an important factor that can significantly encourage students to excel ", which is explained Lody Paat Education Coalition Coordinator

In addition factor causes the national exam system is applied to determine the students' graduation, although now the deciding factor of the graduation examination is 60%. Student orientation is for the national exam. Still, the community has become a culture among students eventually pursue a question bank to solve the problems. Students compete to participate as additional tutoring is expected to be entered in the pavorit schools.

2.4. Analyze about LKS impact on student creativity

With no presence at LKS student teachers can learn. Because the act like a some question bank. Applied LKS system dominated by questions to hone cognitive skills. Operations of the LKS line with preparing the child to master the questions for the final exam in particular the national exam (UN). So every year the national education system has always occupied by Indonesia national exams in high school and college.

Learning system LKS or student worksheets and teacher's goal is to facilitate students to acquire the questions in the learning process. Students can learn independently by completing of the worksheet. The disadvantage of this learning process using worksheets, students are only working on the problems are provided such as multiple choice, stuffing, or description. But all is because grinding kognitif oriented. The impact if continuously for a long time, then the student is plotted in stimulus response linear thinking. Students do not undergo the process of divergent thinking, broad and deep, and think different. The pattern does not develop students' thinking. So the power of imagination becomes narrower. Creative space is no longer available. (Soedijarto, 2008)

Unavailability creative space occurs when students work on the problems that so many worksheets. Chance to guess if students are not learning can occur. Answer choices are available. Everyday children spur to do worksheets of all kinds of subjects. Sometimes a matter of LKS is too heavy, or too not in accordance with what is in the student handbook. With the system in addition to losses above worksheets, the teacher becomes lighter work, less material menjeaskan students do worksheets because it is considered to exist in the book. So students learn and read. Moreover the teachers are doing other work. This is a role not to give more students the opportunity to think creatively.

Terms of creative thinking is thinking developed, broad, flexible, a lot of alternative, able to solve problems, high curiosity to something, have a lot of interest in many things, etc.. Whereas if the child using worksheets just answer the questions. Teachers are not using any method except the students independently working on worksheets. How will emerging creative thinking process? If students just answer the question without lengthy explanations from the teacher, and without any contextual methods used by teachers to expand students' reasoning.

In addition, by using the worksheets students did complete the package control subjects, but teachers do not have time to give it a proper learning method. So the children master the material simply because learning package / material is complete. Learning methods for today is supposed to be used. Teachers must not use more conventional means. The methods of learning very much. so teachers can use them in accordance with the material to be taught.
2.5. The method has not been implemented in the learning process 4 pillars

According Soedijarto (2008) on the general atmosphere of the learning process, they put notes and memorizing (rote learning), not to the process of learning expected by the famous Unesco with 4 pillars of learning are: learning to know, learning to do, learning to live together and learning to be. A process that allows learners pembelajaran challenged and encouraged to continue learning to the level of "Joy of Discovery".

Depth joy of discovery learning process is expected to be significant as the process of acculturation and the mastery of the art of using science pengetahuan. Empat pillars are: Learning to know is the learning process that enables students to master the technique and gain knowledge not merely acquire knowledge that enables learners involved in the process. Learning to do is learn how to do something in concrete situations including the ability to communicate, cooperate with others, and manage and resolve conflict. And problem solving skills and can lead to innovation and improvisation. Learning to live together is the ability to live with others who differ with tolerance, understanding, and without prejudice. Learning to Be is able to solve the problem, able to work, considerate, tolerant of difference .. The end result was able to know him and independent.

The four pillars of this when applied in the form of learning method, the results form a human being who has the ability to three domains in a balanced way. And the outputs of education will focus on the generation of smart, competent, creative and confident.

That is true because the method is still used in schools and the use of LKS lecture. Although CBSA (Sanjaya, 2009) has long been touted teachers still run the way a lecture. Factor because the time available is not sufficient to develop or perform other methods. Use of the method is very important in achieving effectiveness and efisienis to achieve student mastery of the material. Students turned in the learning process and the teacher directing and motivating. The role of useful of enormous help in the developmental process thinking reasoning. Because other methods usually do not use the one way that students hear and few students asked. Additionally it also does not allow students to Developing reasoning. Thinking of reasoning can be obtained from the student experience, students solve problems, students discover the problem, the students argued and ideas, students, students gain knowledge, students want to know. And teachers can develop ways of methods with direct answers or questions of students, teachers act as a facilitator and motivator just in the learning process. (Sanjaya, 2009)

If the time available for teachers due to fewer subjects dense that a quota for each lesson is not much in a week just how many hours, it affects the limitations of teachers to implement the CBSA with the matter of contextual models can use a method suited Riyanto, (2009). The use of methods that fit on any subject is worth your time and readiness of teachers. As a result the students to think like a robot, stiffness, lack of reasoning, thinking narrowly.

Beneficial of curriculum small, dense and summarizes students' mastery of the three domain areas, then this is a basic way of learning (Wena, 2009) which is good for achieving the goals of national penidikan beings are creative, innovative, and independent. A series or a series of creative educational products, therein to be acquired products are innovative, productive, and independent, and able to adjust to changing times and conditions.

3. CONCLUSION

Of all the exposure that has been submitted, it is recommended that in making the national curriculum not overload students with a wide range of subjects to be mastered and the curriculum should understand tarap development of learners, and the national examination system needs to be addressed. The influence of a solid curriculum and the implementation of a national evaluation system provide a portrait of education is not healthy. In the end the quality of education and the quality of the nation are in a position to be declining.
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